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            Realizes both of high speed image drawing and low power consumption
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            Epson LCDC reduces load of host CPU and realizes both of low power consumption and high speed image drawing by its unique image processing unit. 
Epson LCDC line ups various type of display controllers such as memory display, STN and TFT for broad application.
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			Display Controllers Product Lineup
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              Introduction of LCDC [image: PDF]

            
		
			LCD Controllers with Built-in VRAM

			Single-chip LCD controllers featuring built-in display memory allowing for low power consumption, low noise, and space-saving ability. These products have more features than Simple LCD Controllers which makes them ideal for display control of mobile terminals and operation panels.
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	MP	S1D13700	S1D13700F02A	TQFP13-64	
                        		8-bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing


                        	QVGA	16 grayscale
	MP	S1D13705	S1D13705F00A	QFP14-80	
                        		8-bit I/F (with external logic)
	16-bit I/F
	Direct addressing


                        	QVGA	
                        		MSTN:16 grayscale
	CSTN:256 colors
	TFT:256 colors


                        
	MP	S1D13706	S1D13706F00A	TQFP15-100	
                        		8-bit I/F (with external logic)
	16-bit I/F
	Direct addressing


                        	QVGA	
                        		MSTN:64 grayscale
	CSTN:64K colors
	TFT:64K colors


                        
	MP	S1D13709	S1D13709F00A	QFP14-80	
                        		8-bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing


                        	QVGA	
                        		MSTN:16 grayscale
	TFT:64 colors


                        
	MP	S1D13742	S1D13742F01A	QFP20-144	
                        		8-bit / 16-bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	VGA	256K colors
	MP	S1D13743	S1D13743F00A	QFP20-144	
                        		8-bit / 16-bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	WQVGA	16M colors
	MP	S1D13748	S1D13748F00A	QFP20-144	
                        		16bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	WVGA	64K colors
	S1D13748B00B	PFBGA10U-121
	MP	S1D13781	S1D13781F00A	QFP15-100	
                        		8bit / 16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing
	SPI


                        	WQVGA	
                        		MSTN: 64 grayscale
	CSTN: 64K colors
	TFT: 16M colors


                        
	MP	S1D13A04	S1D13A04F00A	TQFP15-128	
                        		8-bit I/F (with external logic)
	16-bit I/F
	Direct addressing


                        	QVGA	
                        		MSTN:64 grayscale
	CSTN:64K colors
	TFT:64K colors


                        
	MP	S1D13A05	S1D13A05B00B	PFBGA10U-121	
                        		8-bit I/F (with external logic)
	16-bit I/F
	Direct addressing


                        	QVGA	
                        		MSTN:64 grayscale
	CSTN:64K colors
	TFT:64K colors
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			Simple LCD Controllers with Built-in VRAM

            
            Single-chip LCD controllers with built-in display memory and a simplified function set. These products are ideal for a wide variety of applications that require simple LCD display.
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	MP	S1D13L01	S1D13L01F00A	QFP15-128	
                        		8bit / 16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing
	SPI


                        	WQVGA	16M colors
	MP	S1D13L02	S1D13L02F00A	QFP22-208	
                        		16bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	VGA	16M colors
	MP	S1D13L03	S1D13L03F00A	QFP21-176	
                        		8bit /16bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	WVGA	256K colors
	MP	S1D13L04	S1D13L04F00A	QFP22-208	
                        		16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing
	Serial I/F


                        	XGA	TFT:256K colors
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 			Memory Display Controller

            
            This product is for color and B/W memory display (MIP: Memory-In-Pixel) available in the market.

            It has graphic acceleration hardware and voltage generators for memory displays.

            Its low power but powerful graphic features are suitable for wearable products.
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	MP	S1D13C00	S1D13C00B00C	WCSP64	
                        		SPI
	QSPI
	Indirect 8-bit


                        		 6-bit color MIP 
	 3-bit or 1-bit Memory LCD with SPI 

	
                        		 64colors(Max.) 


                        
	S1D13C00F00C	TQFP13-64


            


	Epson has a single chip microcontroller built-in Memory Display Controller (MDC). 

		Detail of microcontroller with MDC
	

    Video Contents
	
	
		
				
				[image: Epson Memory Display Controller Introduction]
				
		            
	
 	
            
            
        
            
                
                    S1D13C00 Block Diagram
	
                    [image: S1D13C00 Block Diagram]       

            

            
                    S1D13C00 Evaluation Board
	
                    [image: S1D13C00 Evaluation Board]   	
            


        
 	
            
            
            
            
      

			LCD Controllers with External VRAM

            
            LCD controllers providing support for a wide range of small to large size panels. The external memory option allows the memory size to be cutomized based on the target application. These products are most suitable for display control of OA or FA equipment operation panels, as well as some automotive (in-vehicle) devices.
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	MP	S1D13513	S1D13513F01A	QFP22-208	
                        		16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing
	Serial I/F


                        	XGA	
                        		MSTN: 64 grayscale
	CSTN: 256K colors
	TFT: 256K colors


                        
	MP	S1D13513	S1D13513B01B	PBGA1UC256	
                        		16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing
	Serial I/F


                        	XGA	
                        		MSTN: 64 grayscale
	CSTN: 256K colors
	TFT: 16M colors


                        
	MP	S1D13517	S1D13517F00A	QFP15-128	
                        		8-bit /16-bit I/F
	Indirect addressing


                        	SVGA	16M colors
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			LCD Controllers with Camera Interface

			
            LCD Controllers incorporating a camera interface which allows the LCD controllers to display camera images on the panel without placing a load on the CPU. These products are excellent choices for display control of a wide variety of applications such as mobile terminals and security devices.
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	MP	S1D13719	S1D13719B00B	PFBGA10U-180	
                        		16bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing


                        	QVGA	16M colors


            




			Automotive LCD Controllers


			Automotive LCD Controllers are designed for in-vehicle applications and meet the increased specifications required by the Automotive industry.
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	MP	S2D13719	S2D13719F00A	QFP22-208	
                        		16-bit I/F
	Direct addressing
	Indirect addressing


                        	QVGA	16M colors


            




			USB Interface LCD Controllers

            
            LCD Controller allowing for reception of display data and transmission of touch-screen coordinate data at high speed via USB2.0-HS. This product is most suitable for applications on OA equipment such as multi-functional printers with long lengths of cabling between the host CPU and LCD panel. It is also ideal for in-vehicle devices such as rear entertainment displays.
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	MP	S1D13U11	S1D13U11F00A	QFP20-144	USB2.0 HS	SVGA	16M colors
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			Automotive Multi-camera Interface Ics

            
            Interface IC that synthesizes input images from multi-channel analog cameras and combines the image into a single output images. This product meets the increased specifications required by the Automotive industry. It is most suitable for security-related applications such as monitoring cameras and in-vehicle camera systems.
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	MP	[image: PDF]
671KB	
                        	
                            	S2D13P04F00A
                        	QFP15-100	
                        		I2C
	SPI


                        	
                        		Including four channels of NTSC/PAL decoders
	8-bit digital output (supporting ITU-R BT656)
	Equipped with multi-image synthesis mode
	Distortion correction function


                        
	S2D13P04B00B	PFBGA10U-121
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